Tryptophan in alpha-helix 3 of Tet repressor forms a sequence-specific contact with tet operator in solution.
The Tn10-encoded Tet repressor contains two tryptophan residues at positions 43 and 75. The typical tryptophan fluorescence is decreased upon binding of tet operator. The Tet repressor gene was engineered to replace either or both of the Trp codons by Phe codons. The resulting single tryptophan mutants are called F43 and F75 and the double mutant F43F75. The mutant proteins were purified to homogeneity. They recognize tet operator DNA only in the absence of the inducer tetracycline, indicating an intact tertiary structure of the engineered proteins. F75 and wild-type bind tet operator with the same association constant. The association constants of F43 and F43F75 with tet operator are about 3 orders of magnitude smaller. This indicates that Trp43 is important for tet operator recognition. Trp43 fluorescence is completely quenched in the complex with tet operator DNA while Trp75 remains unaffected. Binding to nonspecific DNA leads only to a 40% decrease of Trp43 fluorescence. This is interpreted as the contribution of the changed environment while the complete quench reflects a tight sequence-specific contact of tryptophan 43 to tet operator DNA. Trp43 is solvent-exposed, while Trp75 is buried in the hydrophobic interior of the protein. These results are discussed in light of the alpha-helix turn-alpha-helix DNA binding motif deduced from homology to other repressor proteins.